Abstract-A hybrid-driven underwater glider is a new class of autonomous underwater gilder which combines the concept of a conventional autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) and a conventional autonomous underwater glider (AUG). This kind of vehicle can operate in three different modes, such as propellerdriven mode, buoyancy-driven mode, as well as hybrid-driven mode. In order to find the characteristics of AUV mode of the HDUG. This paper use Lagrange method build a 3D hydrodynamic model for the hybrid-driven underwater glider. And we analyze the motion characteristics of the HDUG in vertical plane. The target output is the pitch angle, horizontal velocity, trajectory and angle of attack. Simulation results show that in AUV mode, the HDUG will experience much lower resistance and obtain higher velocity in zero angle of attack and neutral buoyancy case. This results give us advice that if we want the HDUG can reach farther distance we should decrease the angle of attack.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past few years, Autonomous Underwater Gliders(AUGs)are widely used in oceanographic research [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . AUGs area class of underwater vehicles that can change their gravity center and net buoyancy to periodically navigate in the ocean [6] [7] [8] . Therefore, the AUGs usually follow a zigzag trajectory in the vertical plane. AUGs can also generate helical motion using one or more vertical rudders or a rolling mass system instead [9] [10] [11] . AUGs have an excellent endurance up to a few months or more [12] . However, the autonomous underwater vehicles(AUVs)have endurance just several hours or few days [13] [14] , and the speed up to several knots that is much faster than that of AUGs [15] . We know that the slow speeds of AUGs present challenges for navigation in areas of strong current. So the AUGs maneuverability will be greatly affected leading to failure observational operations [16] .In addition, the zigzag trajectory does not allow leveled flight hence preclude observation of dynamic processes in horizontal plane or in shallow water column [17] . According to the above description in above, we find that both the AUGs and the AUVs have their own advantage and disadvantage. This may really limit their application in daily life. So many researchers around the world perform a new concept underwater vehicle which combine the two kind vehicles characters together, we mean it hybrid-driven underwater glider (HDUG) [18] [19] [20] . Due to the new design of the HDUG, it can navigate in three different modes in water, that is AUV propeller-driven mode, glider buoyancy-driven mode, and hybrid-driven mode. So the HDUG can obtain a faster velocity and a long endurance. And at the same time, the HDUG can navigate not only in zigzag trajectory but also in line trajectory. But unfortunately, this kind of vehicle can cost much energy in AUV mode. So the HDUG cannot work in AUV mode for a long time, and the survey range will be limited. So in this paper, we inform that the HDUG can navigate in AUV mode with neutral buoyancy and zero angle of attack, as this can reduce the hydrodynamic drag on the vehicle and improve the survey range greatly.
In this paper following, we first introduce the HDUG design. In section three, we built the 6-DOF mathematical model in 3-D space. In section four, we analyze the simulation results of the HDUG in AUV mode and the concept of control method. Lastly, we give some summery and conclusions.
II. CONTROL SYSTEM
We put the pitch adjustment mechanism and buoyancy adjustment engine of traditional AUGs into the AUVs in order to obtain the HDUG. In order to reduce the drag on the hull of the HDUG, we develop a folding propulsion mechanism for the HDUG [21] [22] [23] . The illustration of the HDUG control system is in Fig.1 . From Fig.1 we can find the upper parts are the mechanism own to AUVs, and the lower parts are the mechanism own to traditional AUGs. Because of this new concept design, the HDUG can fly in three modes in water. And each mode will have its own hydrodynamic characteristics.In order to reduce the drag on the hull in order to increase the endurance of the vehicle, we hope the HDUG can navigate in a low speed at zero angle of attack and neutral buoyancy. Because if in nonzero angle of attack, the drag will be greatly different with that in zero angle of attack.
We calculated the drag in different angle of attack for the HDUG as in Fig. 2 . From Fig. 2 , we see that the drag is more in the angle of attack nonzero than that at angle of attack equaling zero. So if we add the buoyancy adjust mechanism and the posture adjust mechanism into conventional AUVs, then we can adjust the two devices to keep the vehicles moving at zero angle of attack and neutral buoyancy. This can greatly reduce the drag of the AUVs and improve the transit efficiency.
III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
We build three coordinate frames including inertial frame, body frame, and flow frame to describe the motion of the HDUG as illustrated in Fig.3 . And then a 6-DOF dynamic model is established based on Lagrange dynamical equations method considered in equation (1) [22] .
where M is the mass matrix, we can refer to the Sea-Wing Glider for detail parameters. T x is the hydrodynamic force generated by the folding propulsion mechanism, Q x is the hydrodynamic moment generated by the folding propulsion mechanism, T r is the hydrodynamic force generated by the vertical rudder, Q r is the hydrodynamic moment generated by the vertical rudder.
where r mrx is the center of gravity in x-axis of the mass slider in the inter of the HDUG with unit m, m b is net buoyancy of the HDUG with unit kg, and n is the spin speed of the folding propeller with unit rev/ min shown in Fig .1 .
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We study on the transit character of the HDUG in AUV mode at the propeller spin speed 800rev/ min. First, we simulate the pitch angle, the horizontal velocity, the trajectory, and the angle of attack over the simulated time of the HDUG when Δr mrx = 0, Δm b = 0 at AUV mode.The result is shown in Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6 , and Fig. 7 . We can find that the pitch angle will arrive at zero after 600s. And the horizontal velocity will get 1.3m/s, the displacement in ζ-axis is nearly 1.5m. These results indicate that if we adjust the pitch mechanism to keep the HDUG a horizontal posture. At the same time, we must adjust the buoyancy engine to keep the HDUG a neutral buoyancy. Then the HDUG will navigate in a approximate zero pitch of angle and angle of attack. And the HDUG will experience a smaller drag and higher speed. mode.The result is shown in Fig. 8, Fig. 9, Fig. 10, and Fig.  11 . We can find that the pitch angle will arrive at 59
• after 400s. This results is much higher than that in Fig. 4 due to the change of the body gravity center. And the horizontal velocity will get 0.67m/s which is much lower than that in Fig. 5 as the drag increasing. The displacement in ζ-axis increases significant over the simulated time. These results indicate that if we adjust the pitch mechanism to keep the HDUG a tilt posture. Then the HDUG will experience a great resistant and get a much lower velocity. Thirdly, we simulate the pitch angle, the horizontal velocity, the trajectory and the angle of attack over the simulated time of the HDUG when Δr mrx = 0, Δm b = 0.5kg at AUV mode.The result is shown in Fig. 12, Fig. 13, Fig. 14, and  Fig. 15 . We can find that the pitch angle will arrive at nearly zero after 400s. This results is the same as in Fig. 4 due to the displacement of Δr mrx = 0. And the horizontal velocity will also get 1.3m/s as in Fig. 5 . The displacement in ζ-axis will get 15m. These results are all nearly the same as in the first case. These results show us that if we adjust the HDUG in a horizontal posture, the transit character will not change The pitch angle over the simulated time of the hybrid-driven underwater glider when Δrmrx = 0, Δm b = 0.5kg at AUV mode.
Lastly, we simulate the pitch angle, the horizontal velocity, the trajectory and the angle of attack over the simulated time of the HDUG when Δr mrx = 0.05m, Δm b = 0.5kg at AUV mode.The result is shown in Fig. 16, Fig. 17, Fig. 18 , and Fig. 19 . We can find that the pitch angle will arrive at 59
• after 400s. This results is the same as in Fig. 8 due to the displacement of gravity center changed by Deltar mrx = 0.05m. And the horizontal velocity will also get 0.74m/s as in Fig. 9 as the pitch angle is nonzero. The displacement in ζ-axis will higher and higher over the simulated time which is shown in Fig. 18 . And we can see from the figures that the velocity and the depth at this case are a little bigger than that in Δr mrx = 0.05m, Δm b = 0. We analyze the HDUG hydrodynamic performance in AUV mode at zero angle of attack and neutral buoyancy. From the analysis we can see that the HDUG will experience much lower resistance and obtain higher velocity in zero angle of attack and neutral buoyancy case. This results give us advice that if we want the HDUG can reach farther distance we should decrease the angle of attack. 
VI. FUTURE WORK
Based on the modeling above, we will design a high effective controller to make sure the HDUG achieve stability rapidly between the three transit modes. The target outputs will be concerned on the velocity, depth and trajectory.
